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USD Volunteers Lead The Way In A National Trend
by Brian Costlow
News Editor
The University of San Diego's students
are moving to the forefront of a nation
wide increase in community service per
formed by students.
Last year there were over 70,562 man
hours of community service performed by
USD volunteers, according to Judy
Rauner, Director of the Volunteer
Resource Office.
Students, both graduate and
undergraduate, from all the schools and
departments on campus offered their ser
vices to the communities surrounding
USD.
This state of affairs is a far cry from the
program that existed at USD less than a
year ago.
In September 1986, the Social Issues
Committee had just approved creating the
position Rauner now holds. Last year's
AS Director of Community Service
Maureen McDonald had two projects, the
holiday food drive and the senior
outreach.
Over at Campus Ministry, many of the
now existing apostolic action programs
were only in the planning stages.
Within one year, the programs have in
creased at a fantastic pace. There are cur
rently 14 ongoing projects which are coor
dinated through Volunteer Resources, the
AS Community Service Director Bonnie
Bartel, or the Campus Ministry office.
There are also referrals available through
Volunteer Resources to over 40 agencies.
USD volunteers, which also include cer
tain internships and practicums sponsored
by USD, are feeding the homeless in San
Diego, tutoring in Southeast San Diego
Schools, building homes in Tijuana and

Alice Furay helps out at a Los Ninos
Project in Tijuana.

Student Volunteering
Is On The Rise
Nationwide
Photo by Pablo Mason

USD students at the Tijuana House Building Project.
hosting a portion of Special Olympics.
These examples are only a few of the
ways USD has gotten involved.
In fact, program growth has been so
great at USD that they, along with Stan
ford, were used as models at a conference
of the California Coalition for University
Community Service.
Rauner credits this rapid increase in

what is being termed "volunteerism" by
the media to the fact that "USD had a
readiness to do these things." "Ad
ministration, faculty, and student support
was all there," before the actual programs
began.
Efforts were made to accommodate
students' needs, as well as the needs of the

Continued on Page 3

Simply Red: This Band From England Has Soul
"We're not very fashionable. We're
not glamorous stars or anything.
We're just sort of normal," says Simp
ly Red's lead singer, Mick Hucknall.
If bringing out two critically ac
claimed albums, a top ten single, and
being nominated for two Grammy
awards can be called being normal,
then Simply Red is indeed normal.
Things were not always this "nor
mal" for Hucknall. Born in Man
chester, England, a city devastated by
unemployment, Hucknall, like the
other members of the band, spent
most of his life on the dole. His
parents divorced when he was two,
and his father, a former barber, is a
casualty of Britain's 14% unemploy
ment rate.
Like the members of other legen
dary English bands, the Beatles, the
Stones, Clapton and The Who, music
was their way out.

Another thing they have in com
mon with these bands is a deep
background, (and large love for)
American R&.B music. The first
record Hucknall ever bought was a
single by Diana Ross entitled "Doobie
Doobie Doo." This was the start of a
life long love affair between Hucknall
and soul music. Sam Cooke, Aretha
Franklin, A1 Green and James Brown
are among the artists the group grew
up listening to daily. "It was if we were
in the suburbs of Detroit, we heard it
so much. It was OUR music," says
Mick.
In Manchester, it was a short step
from listening to playing. Young peo
ple without jobs have plenty of time
to work on their music, and being on
the dole actually makes it easier to
take a shot at the big time. "If you've
got nothing, then you've got nothing
to lose," says Hucknall.

So at the age of seventeen he started
a punk band, The Frantic Elevators:
Three years later the band broke up,
but by then they had moved from
punk to rhythm and blues. Hucknall
moved on to art school and worked as
a deejay for three years.
Discovering an obscure American
record: "Money's Too Tight (To
Mention)" by The Valentine Brothers
renewed Hucknalls interest in starting
a band. He rewrote some of the lyrics,
and commandeered Tony Bowers,
Chris Joyce and Tim Kellet of Durutti
Column, along with Fritz Mclntyre
and Sylvan Richardson to help record
it, and Simply Red was born.
Their first album, "Picture Book"
was released to critical acclaim. "This
band . . . has an emotional center
that's closer to Memphis, New
Orleans and Chicago than most U.S.

Continued on Page 2

by Mike O'Keefe
(CPS) — Few college students choose to
spend their vacations in the New York's
South Bronx section. The rubble-strewn
streets of one of the Nation's worst urban
slums offer crime, ignorance and a lifestyle
far removed from comfort.
But a handful of Brown University
students have spent their last two summer
vacations in the South Bronx, clearing
away arson-charred rubble and trash from
an abandoned lot and building a com
munity park and garden.
It's happening elsewhere, too: more col
lege students, stereotyped earlier in the
decade as the "me generation," are
volunteering their time to assist the poor,
the disabled and the elderly.
Tentatively, some observers note a
"return to idealism" among students na
tionwide.
They use phrases like "emerging social
consciousness" and "political awareness"
that haven't been heard on campuses in
years.
"You can feel something change," said
Paul Lipson, the former Brown student
who started the project when he asked a
South Bronx community service organiza
tion: "If I deliver 11 backs, can you give
them some work to do?"
"When you see a kid who didn't give a
damn about anything, a kid who killed
everything he found, plant a tomato plant
and care for and respect that plant, well,
that's empowering," Lipson rhapsodized.
Nobody knows how many students and
projects there are now, though observers
all agree it has increased.

Continued on Page 2
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Volunteering

ple feel the need for more meaning in their
lives, for a greater sense of community."
"There's nothing wrong with students
focusing in on a career," allowed Dean
Lois Cronholm of Temple University in
Philadelphia. "What's wrong is to say this
is all I want."
"The world needs stockbrokers," added
Deirdre Kell, a University of Vermont stu
dent who works with the elderly and
disabled. "But the human need is so
great."
"The 'me generation' is old news," said
Harry Kisker, the dean of student affairs at
the University of Washington in St. Louis
where, "90 percent of the undergraduates
are involved in one form of community
service during their college careers."
"Students now are more idealistic," he
said, much like their '60s predecessors. But
unlike them, today's students operate
without fanfare or attention. "Now,
students just do it."
Others speculate the community service
interest corresponds with a rise in political
consciousness, noting students now
regularly mobilize around issues like apar
theid, U.S. foreign policy in Central
America, CIA recruiting on campus and
civil rights.
"Students are more active and less
passive now," said Lois Geib, a Hood Col
lege administrator.
Because community service gets
students off campus to "see the upheavals
of the world," said Stanford's volunteer
coordinator Tim Stanton, "they become
more responsive to political upheaval.

Continued from Page 1
Stalking such statistics is "an over
whelming job," explained Jane Kendall of
the National Society for Internships and
Experimental Education, because many
students are involved in projects that
aren't linked to campuses.
Yet 43 percent of the 67 colleges polled
by Campus Compact, a group that en
courages student public service projects,
reported student volunteerism has increas
ed during the last five years, said Campus
Compact's Susan Schwartz.
Students from schools as diverse as
Hood College in Maryland, Stanford
University, the University of WisconsinOskosh, Midwestern State University in
Texas, Brooklyn College and Illinois State
are part of the effort.
Two weeks ago, Norwich College in
Vermont observed enough interest in the
Peace Corps — another channel for ac
tivities more spiritually than financially
rewarding — to start the nation's first pro
gram to prepare students for the Corps.
Even at Harvard, oft criticized as a voca
tional school for the acquisitive, the
number of law and business school grads
opting for public service jobs has increased
among the last two graduating classes.
Some call it a swing away from
materialism.
"There was a shift towards (materialism)
in the late '70s and early '80s," Kendall
observed. "Those were some pretty lean
years for us. But it has bottomed out. Peo

Both student activism and student com
munity service are reactions to the ex
cesses of the Reagan years."
"There's a general awareness of the
whole earth and total community," pro
mpted "by AIDS, the threat of nuclear
war, the Iran-contra scandal," added Hal
Woods, who coordinates service programs
at Vermont.
"Also, it's a reaction to the yuppie
thing," Woods said of what he calls an "in
crease — but not a surge — in student ac
tivism." "Students are raising fundamen
tal personal questions about their respon
sibilities to the community."
Yupiedom, Washington's Kisker said,
"isn't all it's cracked up to be."
Kisker believes students like community
service projects because they "provide ac
cess outside the ivory tower. It provides a
counterpoint to students' daily lives."
"I've learned to get things done, to work
within a system," said David Townes, a
Vermont junior who works with inmates
in the state's Department of Corrections.
"I would have never met people like that if
I hadn't gotten involved."
Vermont senior Kim Parsons, who
spent the last 2 fall semesters teaching in
Honduras, also noted that, when she
graduates and looks for a job, "if I didn't
go to Honduras, I'd just be another person
who just graduated."
Some volunteers like Brown's Lipson,
who took a job with a Bronx community
service organization when he graduated in
May, even think the pendulum has swung
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Simply Red
Continued from Page 1
bands ever get," said Mark Peel of
"Stereo Review." "Mick has it . . . an
irrepressible romanticism and an
unashamed sensuality," said Jessica
Berens of "Spin."
The album went gold, and alter
nately floated in and out of the top
ten for over a year. A single, "Holding
Back the Years," hit number one in
the U.S. The band was nominated for
two Grammy awards and three BPI
awards. Yet the band still holds to
their middle class roots.
Hucknall often speaks up loudly on
the part of England's working class
both in the press and in his music. He
has also been criticized for doing it by
the press, because he now has so
much money. Hucknall says he
doesn't have any problems with his
having money. "It's mine, I earned it,
and it's their (the Press') problem!"
The band has released a second
album "Men and Women," and is
currently touring to support it.
Hucknall feels that this album is more
of a band album than the last one.
More of the bands live show fire has
been captured on it, and the band is
tighter and more confident than
before.
The "Men and Women" tour by
Simply Red will make its San Diego
stop at USD's Sport Center on Fri
day, Oct. 9. The show begins at 8:00
p.m. Tickets are on sale at the USD
box office.
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U S D Volunteers
Continued from Page 1
community. Before, many on campus
groups filled their community service re
quirement with whatever they could get,
now greater efforts are made to match
these groups with service which is both
rewarding and educational.
These efforts appear to have paid off,
now some of the groups have become in
volved in ongoing projects such as the
Carson and Holy Family school partner
ships.
Another factor in the rapid growth of
service programs has been the advent of
Campus Ministry's Apostolic Action pro
grams. The Campus Ministry office has
worked in conjunction with Volunteer
Resources, and many students cross bet
ween the two. This is not the case at many
Universities, where they are kept com
pletely separate.
The close cooperation between the two
organizations makes it easier for a student
to find a project that he or she feels suited

for.
Faculty and Administration support is
also something Rauner gives a lot of
credit. The school is now part of Campus
Compact, a national community service
organization, through the administration,
starting with USD President Author
Hughes. The university has also recently
joined the National Society for Intern
ships and Experiential Education, a move
supported by the faculty.
The university currently sponsors in
ternships in several community service
oriented areas. These include the
Southeast San Diego Tutorial program
and an internship with Los Ninos, an
organization which aids needy children in
Mexico.
The bottom line is increased
"volunteerism" by students, however is
the students themselves. More students
have been willing to put in the time and
effort required than ever before.
Rauner feels that these students are tired
of being thought of as that country club

You'll get first hand experience in the
courtroom right from the start. In three
years, you could handle more than 3,000
cases in a wide variety of subjects from
international to con
tracts to criminal law.
If you think you have
what it takes to be a

on the hill. They care, and they want to
help, and they want people outside of the
school to know that they care.
They know that they can make a dif
ference, and they're going to do it.

Volunteering
Continued from Page 2
too far toward community service.
Lipson complains voluntarism has
become hip, that students are involved in
"sexy" issues like homelessness and
hunger because rock stars say it's cool. "I
don't want to hear the Mother Theresa
stuff," when he asks students why they
want to work in the South Bronx. "I want
them to do it to satisfy themselves."
But whatever the motives, Lipson is en
couraged by students' emerging social con
science. "I want to see people who leave
Brown take that with them," he said. "I
want them to come down to the South
Bronx. I need them down here."

Marine Corps Officer and lawyer, talk with
the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus. More than
190,000 Marines could use your service,

Have
190,000clients

Maybe you can be one ofus.

Law School Dean
Leaving USD
by Kendra Peters

The loss of Dean Sheldon Krantz is
already felt by many, although he will not
formally resign until the completion of his
sabbatical during the 1988-89 academic
year.
Krantz announced his intention after
serving as the University of San Diego's
Law School dean since 1981. In the pro
cess of his announcement Krantz said,
"Although I will leave with mixed emo
tions, it's time for me to move on to other
challenges."
Krantz is a man who has devoted
himself to improving the legal profession
in the San Diego region. He was not only
the Dean of USD's Law School, but also
helped establish the San Diego Law
Center with the San Diego County Bar
Association, as well as chairing the
American Bar Association Committee on
Prison and Jail Problems.
The Law School will probably
remember Krantz best for his intensive
recruitment efforts. This year's enrollment
is the largest in the history of the Law
School since it was founded in 1954. USD
President Author E. Hughes was quoted
in praise of Krantz's leadership, "since
Sheldon has been at USD, he has done
much to improve the law school's stature,
both in this community and nationally.
We feel a real loss that Sheldon has decid
ed to step down."
During his sabbatical Krantz has ambi
tions of completing a book tentatively titl
ed "The Future of the Legal Profession"
for Oxford Press. He has previously
published "The Law of Corrections and
Prisoner Rights," a book he wrote in 1986.
As of yet University officials have not
chosen a replacement.

TO WHOM IT
MAY CONCERN:

Good Luck

a Slippery When
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So It Was The
Mountains, huh?

Have A Cold
One, John!

Heard Anything
Lately?
You Did Get
Separate Rooms
In Reno-Right!

Hi-Cute Girl!
Rebuttals Welcome
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Is Nicaragua A Security Threat?
Third in a Series
by Chris Toward
The moral dimensions of the Nicaragua
dilemma should not be ignored. However,
Nicaragua elicits concern in the United
States primarily because it is a security
issue.
Human rights abuses in and of
themselves do not justify U.S. involve
ment in Nicaragua. As Senator William
Fulbright once said, "Insofar as a nation is
content to practice its doctrines within its
own frontiers, that nation, however
repugnant its ideology, is one with which
we have no proper quarrel." Two ques
tions follow from this.
First, has the Sandinista regime been
"content to practice its doctrine within its
own frontiers?" If not, then they pose a
security threat, which leads to the second
question, namely: What are the best
means of dealing with the security threat?
Before addressing these questions direct
ly, it is necessary to understand that the
Sandinistas have placed Nicaragua within
the Soviet sphere and that the Sandinistas
are, by their own admission, MarxistLeninists.
Some have argued that the Sandinistas
were democrats, but the U.S. forced them
into the Soviets' arms "in order to justify
our aggression toward them." This argu
ment is objectionable on several fun
damental grounds.
Fiist, the fact that the Sandinistas are
Marxist-Leninists precludes the possibility
that they are democrats. "MarxistLeni list democracy" is an oxymoron.
Second, the President's National Bipar
tisan Commission on Central America,
chaired by Henry Kissinger, put forth an
argument which pertains to the Sandinis:as' case. Namely, if the Sandinistas
"were in fact the vehicles for democratic
and social progress, the entire security
issue would be moot; they would no
longer be the problem, but rather the solu
tion."
The Commission continued, "Unfor
tunately, history offers no basis for such
optimism. No Marxist-Leninist 'popular
front' insurgency has ever turned
democratic after its victory. Cuba and

Nicaragua are striking examples. Regimes
created by the victory of Marxist-Leninist
guerillas become totalitarian. That is their
purpose, their nature, their doctrine, and
their record."
Third, it is rather ludicrous to assert
that a Marxist-Leninist government needs
to be pushed into the Soviets' embrace. In
deed, it would seem natural for them to
seek shelter with their ideolgical compa
nions.
It is entirely consistent with Soviet doc
trine and interests to welcome Nicaragua
as a means of projecting Soviet influence
in the Western Hemisphere. Landing
Nicaragua as a de facto ally tilts the "cor
relation of forces" to the Soviets' advan
tage by giving them a foothold on the
American mainland and by causing the
U.S. to divert resources to guard this
hemisphere while neglecting our other in
terests around the world.
Nicaragua has been quite accom
modating in this respect. The Sandinistas
began a military buildup immediately after
taking power, at a time when there were
no contras, no threats from neighbors,
and when Nicaragua was receiving
American economic aid. (In fact, Presi
dent Carter provided half as much aid in
one year as the U.S. gave Somoza in 16
years.)
The Sandinistas claimed the buildup
was predicted on the threat of American
invasion. This becomes quite laughable
when one considers that Jimmy Carter,
champion of human rights and foe of the
"inordinate fear of communism," was
president at the time. In short, the San
dinistas pursued a military buildup despite
the lack of any real defensive re
quirements; certainly none that were com
mensurate with the scale of the buildup.
The Sandinista army and militia now
consist of about 70,000 men respectively,
each being built through a compulsory
draft. Morale is said to be low, draft eva
sion is widespread, and desertion to con
tra forces is a problem. The "loyalty" of
the armed services is preserved through a
security apparatus similar to the kinds
which have kept East European armies

Language Teachers Are
'Rude and Selfish'
by Fritz Pablo Giovanni Pierre
Ihave a concern thatIfeel is pertinent to
all students here at USD.I wonder if other
students are asking themselves the same
question which is running through my
mind. "Why aren't there more foreign
languages here at USD?" The Foreign
Language Dept. should be trying to infuse
more languages into the school while at
the same time strengthen the existing
languages. I know many people who
would enjoy learning Russian and
Japanese given the chance. The reason
why there are no other foreign languages
is that the foreign Language Dept. play
"internal political" games which cheat out
the students. The rivalry between the dif-

ferent languages is stupid and un
necessary. It only goes to show that the
teachers are rude and selfish, only caring
about their own language (ie. to get more
majors for that particular language, etc...)
and not the students who are taking the
language. It should not be up to them
what students should take or not take. We
should show the Foreign Language Dept.
that the students are in charge. I feel that
a survey should be done in order to ac
curately show them that we are interested
in other languages, and it would be in the
interest of the University to broaden their
department. I'm sure that the results will
be surprising.

All Opinion Articles/Letters to the
Editor are due Friday — noon.

from rebellion and ten million Polish
Solidarity members from prevailing.
To date, the Soviet Union has provided
Nicaragua with more than 150 T-55 tanks,
giving Nicaragua more armor than the
rest of Central America combined.
The Soviets have turned Nicaragua's
Pacific Coast port at Corinto into a naval
facility. When a smiliar facility is com
pleted at El Bluff on Nicaragua's Athlantic
Coast, the Soviet Navy will have a two
ocean capability, a stone's throw away
from the Panama Canal.
When completed, the Punta Huete Air
field will be able to launch or recover any
aircraft now in the Soviet inventory.
Once these bases are fully operational
they will exacerbate the threat to
American security and economic interests
already posed by Cuba. According to the
National Bipartisan Commission or Kiss
inger Commission, "The Soviets now
have a two-to-one edge overall in sub
marines and can operate and receive aircover from Cuba, a point from which all
13 Caribbean sea lanes passing through
four chokepoints are vulnerable to inter
diction."
If one doubts the importance of these
sea lanes, consider that 50 percent of
NATO resupplies pass through them as
do nearly half of all foreign cargo, in
cluding oil, shipped to the U.S.
As the Kissinger Commission also
stated, "Nicaragua is a crucial steppingstone for Cuban and Soviet efforts to
promote armed insurgency in Central
America." The Sandinistas have actively
supported communist insurgencies in
Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rica.
The Farabundo Marti National Libera
tion Front, the Marxist dominated
guerillas trying to overthrow El Salvador's
fledgling democracy, has "established a
unified military command with head
quarters near Managua" according to the
Kissinger Commission.
In a March 1986 editorial, The New
Republic, a liberal publication, stated,
"(The Colombian government) publicly
denies but privately knows that an assault

Colonel
Oliver
North
Future Republican
Candidate for the
1988 Presidential
Election
Sponsored by
SDG&T

on its Palace of Justice and the massacre of
its Supreme Court was carried by M-19
guerillas with weapons of Nicaraguan
origin. It knows that Sandinista comandante Thomas Borges attended a mass,
complete with an M-19 flag draped over
the altar, for the guerillas killed in that
raid. The reach of the Sandinistas is im
pressive." Indeed it is.
All of this leads to several conclusions.
First, most Latin American govern
ments have made it clear that they fear
consolidation of the Nicaraguan govern
ment as it is now structured. However,
alone they are unable to confront the
combined strength of Nicaragua, Cuba
and the Soviet Union. The U.S. must
stand behind them.
Second, U.S. and Central American
security interests prohibit the toleration of
"another Cuba" on the American
mainland.
Third, if the Sandinista threat is not
neutralized by negotiated settlement, then
force will be the necessary and only
recourse. Preservation of the contras is
necessary to hold the Sandinistas to their
promises of democratization and
demilitarization. If the Sandinistas do not
live up to their promises, then the contras
will stand as the only alternative to direct
U.S. military intervention.
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From The Editor's Desk
By Monica Sanchez
Editor-in-Chief

The chances for Judge Robert H. Bork's
confirmation to the Supreme Court have
diminished so much as to be negligible.
According to various sources, Reagan's
prospects for victory appear grim. At least
50 senators are leaning towards Bork's re
jection, or are already publicly committed
to vote against him. This is only one less
than necessary to defeat the nomination.
If there is a tie in the Senate, Vice Presi
dent George Bush will cast the deciding
vote.
Of course, we all know for whom Bush
will vote, so Congressmen are trying to
avoid the tie. Less than a dozen senators
remain undecided on the nomination,
and Reagan is trying to persuade them his
way, at least to get Bush to cast the
deciding vote.

Southern Democrats, whose votes are
crucial, have waited until the nomination
reaches the floor before indicating which
direction their votes will take. Increasing
evidence shows that the Senate Judiciary
Committee will not endorse Bork, and it is
believed that the senators will do the
same.

The public has demonstrated that it
does not want a biased or partisan
Supreme Court, as has the predominantly
Democratic Congress, maybe reflecting
public opinion, or possibly shaping it.

Letters

Opinions On Nicaragua Differ
To stop aid to the contras is simple.
Stop aid to the Sandinistas. To stop aid to
the Sandinistas requires someone to
forceably tell the Soviets and the Cubans
to go home.

Max Tadlock
In last weeks opinion section the editor
seemed to answer the question, "Daddy,
where do the contras come from?" This
question is so simple, however the answer
is so complex. For every statistic found in
favor of the contras one could be found to
counter it. I do not believe the contras are
a "respectable entity," nor do I believe
they have any popular support in
Nicaragua as the article portrayed.
It was stated in the article that the exnational guardsmen of Somozas' dictorial
regime "no longer dominate the move
ment" i.e., the contra movement. A Con
gressional study group reported however,
that 46 of the top 48 FDN officers had
previously served with Somozas' national
guard. The Office of the Americas made a
list of contra leaders associated with
Somoza. To name only a few: "Enrique
Bermudes was a colonel in the national
guard and military attache in Washington
for Somoza until July 18, 1979. Adolfo
Calero served as Somozas' liaison with the
CIA . . . Alfonso Callejas was vicepresident under dictator Anastasio
Somoza . . ." The list goes on. Just to re
mind those who are not aware — the
Somoza national guard were those who
brutally killed 50,000 people in one year
alone (1978-79).
If it is true, as the article claims, that the
contras are a popular movement, then
why haven't they been able to hold ter
ritory in Nicaragua for more than 24
hours? Best testimony to this can be given
by Edgar Chamorro, an ex-contra leader,
who left the movement because of disillu
sionment with the contras tactics.
Chamorro recallsm "Our troops took the
town of Ocotal once for a few hours, but
the people didn't rejoice to see us." As E.
Bradford Burns, author of At War With
Nicaragua, claims, "The Nicaraguan peo

ple spread no welcome mat for the con
tras, whom they associated with the hated
Somoza past. In their judgment, the con
tras came not as liberators but to kill
teachers, doctors, nurses, community
leaders, and agrarian officials . . . Even
though many of the citizens were armed,
no uprisings in support of the contras oc
curred." This brings up another important
point — the Sandinista government has
armed the Nicaraguan population to pro
tect themselves from the contras. The
Nicaraguans have not turned their
weapons toward their government, rather
toward the contras. From personal ex
perience I have also found that the contras
have no popular support. This summer I
visited Nicaragua and discovered that all
the people I spoke with had an ardent hate
for the contras. Even a critic of the San
dinista government made two things clear
to me, "The revolution to overthrow
Somoza was necessary, and the contras
have to be stopped."
Another claim stated in the article was
that the contras have "attracted con
siderable popular support, as reflected in
its growth..." The growth can be at
tributed to many factors, including the
fact that Nicaraguan economy has been
devastated due to the costly war. Edgar
Chamorro have testimony to the World
Court: "... efforts were made to recruit
foot soldiers from inside Nicaragua. Some
joined voluntarily, either because of
dissatisfaction with the government, fami
ly ties with the leaders of the force, or pro
mises of food, clothing, boots and
weapons . . . Many other members were
recruited forcibly. FDN units would arrive
at an undefended village, assemble all the
residents in the town square and then pro
ceed to kill all persons suspected of work
ing for the Nicaraguan government ... In
this atmosphere it was not difficult to per
suade those able-bodied men left alive to
return with the FDN units to their base
camps in Honduras and enlist. This was,
unfortunately, a widespread practice that
accounted for many recruits."

However, as a recent article in
Newsweek points out, who are the alter
native choices? Reagan will definitely not
choose a liberal as his second-best choice,
especially if Congress hands him this ma
jor political defeat, and it is unlikely that
Congress will be able to face down
another nominee.
Bork's credentials in the field of law are
excellent. He has taught at Yale Law
School and served in the U.S. Court of
Appeals, the second highest judicial
authority in the land.
However, Bork's extremely conservative
ideology, his views on privacy (especially
with regard to abortion), and the fear of
having a polarized bench have unleashed
political and public opposition. People do
not want an extremely conservative court,
yet that is what Reagan is determined to
have.

The alternatives to Bork sound even
worse. One of the favorites, Patrick Higginbotham, is only 48, and could continue
to shape Supreme Court policies with a
conservative slant for the next two
decades. However, the administration
views him as "soft" on abortion, thus
decreasing his desirability in their view.
Another possible nominee, William
Wilkins Jr., has been criticized for partisan
bias and mismanagement on the sentenc
ing panel, thus giving opposition another
chance to reject a Reagan nominee.
Therefore it is not likely that he would be
postured as a candidate.
So, instead of having to settle for a less
talented or mediocre conservative choice,
why not confirm Bork? Granted, he is not
the perfect nominee, but he may be the
best the Reagan administration will offer.

The Media's Search For A President
by Kevin Rapp
The election of 1980 brought us the
epiphany of media dominated
politics. Reagan played into the hands
of the press and vice-versa. We
witnessed the meteoric rise of the
"great Communicator." He brought
not only California political ex
perience to Washington but also a
Hollywoodish" approach to his cam
paign. When we faced grave morale
crises, both internationally as well as
domestically, Reagan caught the "fall
ing flag." Images of patriotism com
bined with Reagan's rhetoric toward
Iran and the Soviet Union, brought
us a new found pride.
Some would say that most politi
cians are deep down amateur actors.
Of course in Reagan's case he is clear
ly a professional actor and evidently
an amateur when it comes to politics.
The media can be extremely kind to
politicians, or it can paint a brutally
frank picture of the candidates'
weaknesses. It all depends on the rela
tionship a candidate or President
establishes with the Press. There is lit
tle doubt that Presidents are concern
ed with the medias portrayal of them;
remember Johnson with three T.V.'s
in his office so he could watch three
different networks' depictions of his
Presidency.
In campaign '88 we are presented
with a malanage of blow dried, media
conscious candidates, a campaign
where substance is taking a back seat
for form. For example the press is
more concerned with Bush's media
blunders than his solid Ivy League,
Naval, and CIA background. Recent
ly the press seems quite bitter. They

The contras do not have popular sup
port, and the fact remains that they would
have long ago disappeared if it was not for
U.S. intervention.
The region of Central America is
desperately seeking peace. Proof of this is

feel as if they have been duped by
Reagan, and have taken to endlessly
scrutinizing the candidates. One
mistake can cause a flurry of bad
press. Candidates who are stili pursu
ing the Presidency should take heed.
Hart and Biden are already casualties
of an over zealous press. In this elec
tion candidates' private lives are sub
ject to close examination; even the
texts of their speeches are investigated
for minor plagiarism. The press is no
longer as forgiving as they used to be.
The American people have a
strange love/hate relationship with
the press. We applaud them when
they expose corruption or ineptitude
in the White House. Watergate and
Iranscam are cases in point, yet we are
repulsed and admittedly at the same
time compelled by exposes on can
didates' intimate private lives.
The question remains, what should
the role of the press be in a National
Election. Certainly it is a difficult
dilemma. Herein does a delicate
balance exist between reporting on
those aspects of a candidate that
should be fundamental knowledge of
voters. The press should disclose
through responsible reporting that
what the American people need to
know to make an informed decision,
yet a determination should not be
based on appearance or baseless
rhetoric. A voter's decision should be
based on a candidate's intellect, ex
perience and integrity, all of which
are difficult to convey on television
and to some degree in the printed
media. By looking past a candidates
form for something deeper we can put
a stop to public office being the last
refuge of the imcompetent.

seen through the Guatemalan Peace Trea
ty signed by the five Central American
presidents. So much hope is seen in this
new prospect. If only we could give peace a
chance.

Maria Elena Murphy
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Delta Sigma Pi Means Business
by Jim Mellos
Lambda Pi Chapter, of the Interna
tional Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, is
a professional fraternity organized to
foster the study of business at the
University of San Diego. One aspect
of Delta Sigma Pi is to become
knowledgeable about the real world
through research and practice. In the
next two weeks, this chapter will have
two guest speakers who will come to
our campus to further enlighten us on
how the real world is actually run.
These professional events are OPEN
TO THE ENTIRE USD COM
MUNITY, and I hope everyone
comes to hear these exciting speakers
speak.
The first guest speaker is our very
own Jimmy Anklesaria. Mr.
Anklesaria will be speaking on:
"Restoring America's Com
petitiveness In International
Business." The date of this event is

October 8, in Salomon Lecture Hall
(DeSales 2nd Floor), at 7:00 p.m. If
you have any doubts about it being
interesting, please read on about Jim
Anklesaria's background.
Jimmy Anklesaria is a Fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants.
This is the Commonwealth equiva
lent to a Certified Public Accountant.
He has a law degree from India and an
MBA from the University of San
Diego, where he teaches courses in
procurement, contract pricing,
finance, and investments. Mr.
Anklesaria was voted outstanding
professor of the year by the
graduating students in May of this
year.
Mr. Anklesaria has varied business
experiences, having managed his
family corporations in India, which
include liquor companies, a news
paper, travel agency, hotels, export of
leather garments, textiles and tinned
foods, to name a few. He has travelled

the world a number of times and con
ducted seminars in Australia, New
Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore, India
and Japan. His articles and case
studies in finance and internatonal
business have appeared in leading
journals and textbooks.
The second guest speaker is Dr. An
thony Napoleon, who will be speak
ing on: "Doing Business In America."
The date of this exciting event is Oc
tober 14, in the University Center,
Forum A, at 7:00 p.m. If you still have
doubts about the quality of speakers
this fraternity will bring to this cam
pus, please read on about Dr.
Napoleon's background.
Anthony Napoleon is one of only a
few experts in the country on the
politics and meaning of image. One of
the things that make him unique is
his training and research interests,
along with his personal background,
have provided him with both an ar
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tistic and a broad scientific basis for
his work. You can tell a lot about him
by who seeks out his services. He is
frequently retained by law firms to do
everything from pick potential jurors,
trouble-shoot cases in addition to
working with expert witnesses. He is
hired by businesses of all kinds to
train managers and employees and do
what he calls "innoculate" the
business against potential problems.
His academic background includes
numerous academic and scholarly
awards, including being elected to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities. He
is a doctor specializing in clinical
psychology and is board certified by
the American Board of Medical
Psychotherapists. Dr. Napoleon says
that "I welcome talking to potential
business persons. They are the power
in the U.S. and they have the most to
gain from what I have had the
privilege to learn over the years."

'King Of Comedy'
Will Perform

First Edition
CD QulS
l?

Frank King, a comedian, will be
entertaining USD on October 8.
by Stacy Carlson
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Comedian Frank King will be perform
ing in the Courtyard Grille Thursday,
Oct. 8 at 9:00 p.m. The performance will
feature opening entertainer Greg Sanders,
and beverages as well as food will be pro
vided.
Frank King is originally from Raleigh,
North Carolina, a place where going to
school after the eighth grade is known as a
post-graduate education, and the only per
son with an open mind is someone suffer
ing from a gunshot wound to the head.
King did his first standup comedy act at
a senior talent show in high school, and
continued through college with a sense of
humor that unfortunately lacked a stage.
King graduated with a B.A. in political
science, and a B.S. in industrial relations,
but found his heart still remained
undeclared.
Not knowing what else to do after
graduation, King married his high school
sweetheart, and became an insurance
salesman. Both endeavors failed him in
one way or another, and after his first
break at the Improv in San Diego, he
found what his heart had been awaiting.
He is now known as the "King of Com
edy" to many, and he is happy doing what
he does best, making people laugh. He will
be doing just that tonight in the Grille, so
come and enjoy!
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LIP SYNC CONTEST
Sponsored by
Sophomore Senators

Tuesday, October 13
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8 p.m. — FORUM A & B
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Open 6 days a week

298-6104

6110 Friars Rd., Suite 106, San Diego, CA 92108

20% off SECOND VISIT

Budweiser

, ASSOCIATED
and STUDENTS

PRESENT

OCTOBER 9th

Opening Band: Danny Wilson
If anyone planning to attend has special needs
(handicapped, casts, etc.)

Contact Wayne Walker ext. 4715

USD Presents 'Our Town'
by Lucy Kanjer
On October 15 through the 18th, USD
Theatre Arts will present Thorton
Wilder's American Classic "Our Town."
"Our Town" features such players as:
Chris DeCamillis, Cloey DelSanto,
Melissa Conway, Mark Scofield, April
Newton, Michael S. Connolly, JR, Jen
nifer Zurschmeide, and James Haer. Even
faculty members are joining the cast. For
example, Dr. Ron Hill, USD English
Department portrays the "S Manager,"
and Dr. Richard Phillips, USD En
vironmental Science Department is "Pro
fessor Willard."
Under the direction of Mrs. Pam Con
nolly, "Our Town" will be performed in
USD's own Camino Theatre Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, October 15, 16, and
17 at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday, October 18 at
2:00 p.m. The cost is $4.00 for general ad
mission, $3.00 for students, senior citizens
and military (with proper I.D.); and only
$2.00 for USD students (with I.D.) and
children. Tickets will be sold at the box of
fice in front of Camino Theatre before
each performance.
"Our Town" is a representation of the
experience of life and marriage in small
town American through the eyes of Thor
ton Wilder. The plot reflects Wilder's
thesis that time is a continuum, and that

theatre should reflect this continuum. The
play therefore is also an expression of
Wilder's idea of death and it implies the
Christian ideal that after death,
something better is coming, we just have
to be patient and wait.
The audience is left to use their imagina
tion, for there is no scenery cluttering up
the stage. The characters themselves set
the stage and the audience must fill in the
rest. According to the director, Pam Con
nolly, " 'Our Town' has to be experienced.
The audience is involved in the play as
they are forced to use their imagination."
After it's New York opening, the New
York Times referred to "Our Town" as a
"beautifully evocative play, a hauntingly
beautiful play." It is one of Thorton
Wilder's best works.
For those trivia lovers, "Our Town" first
opened on Broadway in 1938. It was a
WPA or Works Progress Administration
theatre program. This means it was
federally supported. Wilder was commis
sioned to write the play and to employ as
many people as possible. The limited
budget is another reason for the abscence
of scenery.
Come into Camino Theatre and ex
perience for yourself a day in the life of
"Our Town" as seen by Thorton Wilder.
It will be worth it!!
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Mexican Insurance A Must
by Kendra Peters
Hey, all you Mexico fans!!! Listen up . . .
When taking jaunts down to the land of
opportunities, be sure to take out auto in
surance! According to Mexican law, a traf
fic accident is a criminal offense. Yup, that
there is the LAW. Most auto insurance
companies will cover you for 50 to 75 miles
into foreign lands, but that's not enough if
you're traveling to Mexico. Mexico re
quires all drivers to obtain Mexican auto
insurance, regardless of what is stated on
your American insurance policy.
One should be exceptionally conscien
tious of this due to another law called the
"Napoleonic code," which deems that you
are guilty until proven innocent. Because
we are AMERICANS, gosh-darn-it, we
think these rules don't apply to us. But,
believe me — you can be arrested and jail
ed for not carrying Mexican auto in
surance. Another fascinating fact about
being uninsured in Mexico, is that your

car can be impounded until all claims
against you are settled . . . And, boy, that
could be a long while and a lot of money
for a college budget.
Mexican auto insurance is available for
purchase on both sides of the border for a
mere few dollars. Approximately $6.10
can cover your asic liability and medical
coverage, agent's fee, and the 15 percent
government tax. However, for only $2.00
more you can attain a specified-risk auto
insurance policy. This will cover collision,
glass breakage and theft (of the entire car
only) for a day. So, remember, when driv
ing across the border for a day of shopping
or a night of partying — insurance is a
must.

Drawing For Honda Elite
Scooter Scheduled For O c t . 9
On Friday, October 9 at 12:00 p.m. the
drawing for the Honda EliteTM 50 Scooter
will be held at the USD Bookstore. The
drawing will culminate the 1987 Apple
Back-to-School program "Two Ways to
Cruise Through the Semester."
The promotion, which began August
24th and ended October 2, was sponsored
by the USD Bookstore in affiliation with
Academic Computing. As part of the pro
motion, interested students, faculty and
staff were able to "test-drive" a Macintosh
SE in the Serra Computer Lab (Serra 185),

using a 5-minute demonstration disk en
titled "The Term Paper Caper."
The main objective of the Back-toSchool program was to involve
undergraduate and graduate students with
a hands-on demonstration of the Macin
tosh computer as a learning and produc
tivity tool. The full Macinstosh product
line is available at significant discounts to
students, faculty and staff through the
USD University Purchase Plan.
The winner of the drawing will receive a
Honda EliteTM 50 Scooter.

Haunted Halloween
Thriller At
Balboa Park
The San Diego Junior Theatre and
the San Diego Civic Light Opera
Association/Starlight are joining
forces for this Halloween in presen
ting San Diego's newest haunted
thriller, "Scream in the Night at
Starlight Bowl."
Previewing on Friday, October
23rd, "Scream in the Night at
Starlight Bowl" will continue each
evening thereafter from 6:30 to 10:00
PM through Halloween evening Oc
tober 31st.
The tour starts crossing THE
BLACK LAGOON bordering the
Starlight Bowl stage. Then suddenly
you are in a HAUNTED FOREST
with its living tree monsters, and
man-eating plants — watch out for
the giant spiders! Continuing through
a burning building, you approach
DRACULA's CASTLE with its host,
Count Dracula.
In the dark DAVE OF THE
WOLFMAN, you will meet strange
monsters from deep within the earth.
Descending in the deep and dark
MUMMY'S TOMB you must be
careful not to upset the evil High
Priest or the living 2000 year old
mummies.
The tour also takes you on a visit to
DR. FRANKENSTEIN'S LABORA
TORY AND OPERATING ROOM,
a medieval TORTURE CHAMBER
and A GRAVEYARD of the living
dead. And, of course, no tour of ter
ror would be complete without a
BEHEADING CEREMONY in a
medieval town square. The unex
pected and terrifying may very well
cause you to "Scream in the Night at
Starlight Bowl."
This Haunted Halloween thriller
presentation previews on October
23rd and continues each evening from
6:30 to 10:00 PM from October 24th
through Halloween night October
31st. Admission tickets are $4.00 each.
Special discount tickets will be
distributed through San Diego 7-11
Stores. Admission tickets will be sold
each evening at the entrance to
Starlight Bowl, next to the Aerospace
Museum in Balboa Park.

The National Security Agency is
looking. We're in search of new
professional relationships with hoth
Mr. and Ms. Right. What we offer in return is
a unique career that may well be the answer
to your personal desires.
What we offer is certainly different. At NSA,
our threefold mission is critical to our country's
security. We process foreign intelligence infor
mation. We safeguard our government's
communications. And we secure our nation's
computer systems. A mission of that propor
tion requiresa diverse range of leading
technology and talented professionals.
Currently, NSA is searching for Mathe
maticians, Computer Scientists, Language
Specialists and Electronic Engineers.
Our Mathematicians work with applied and
pure math. They apply—and create—a host of
advanced concepts from Galois theory and
combinatorics to probability theory and
astrodynamics.
Computer Scientists discover a variety of
projects and technology that is virtually unpar
alleled. We use literally acres of computers,
including hardware from every major manu
facturer. Applications include everything from
communciations software to artificial
intelligence.
Language Specialists in Slavic, Near East,
and Asian languages contribute to our mission
in many ways. NSA linguists tackle the
challenges of translation, transcription and
analysis. They use both their language skills
and their knowledge of world events.

Electronic Engineers also find a vast array
of specialties from Signal Processing and
CAD/ CAM to Speech Processing and Computer
Security.
The mission is vital, the variety staggering.
And the benefits are also impressive. Our
employees enjoy competitive compensation
plus the many advantages of the BaltimoreWashington area.
If you're in search of a meaningful career
with variety and distinction, look to NSA.
Schedule an interview through your College
Placement Office. Or write to us at the address
below.

NSA will be on campus Nov. 6th Interviewing
graduating seniors for Computer Science,
Math and Language positions.

National Security Agency
Attn: M322 (ABE)
Ft. Meade, MD 20755-6000

NSA. The opportunities are no secret.

An equal opportunity employer.
required for applicant and
immediate family members.
U.S. citizenship
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Ensenada Or Bust!!

by Nancy Pikula

After a hard day of shopping one can
stop by one of the many Fish Marts and
pick up some fish tacos. If you don't like
fish, you can drop into a Mexican bakery
to buy a dozen of baked goods for about
one American dollar. For those of you
who are out for a more elegant meal,
Ensenada's Lobster is hard to beat!
While you're down under, don't forget
to stop by some of the major tourist traps
such as the Santo Tomas Winery, La
Bufadora .Geyser (one of the biggest in the
world), and Ensenada's very famous
Estero Beach.

At one time or another, most USD
students take the plunge and venture
across the border into Mexico.
While Tijuana, (or T.J.), is often a
favorite of college students, a more
southern city can offer a wider variety of
things to do, sights to see, and bars to
visit.
This southern city is Ensenada and it is
located approximately 66 miles south of
T.J. The city itself is much cleaner, less
crowded, and more laid back than Ti
juana.
Ensanada offers many import shops that
sell American goods at a fraction of the
regular price. Some of the more commonly
visited stores include Nike, Fila ellesse,
Bennetton, Designer Perfumes, and The
Polo Store just to name a few.

6th

Of course you can't forget to drop into
Pappas and Beer or Hussongs Cantina,
have a beer or five and party with the
locals!
For all you inexperienced Mexico

Semi-Annual
A
Volleyball Tournament

Once again its beach Volleyball at
Spray and Brighton on October 11th.
The Associated Students in conjunc
tion with Budweiser and the Sports
Center are proud to bring you the
sixth Semi-annual Beach Volleyball
Championships. Come watch USD's
best players in the mens and mixed
categories on Sunday along with an

travelers, just follow these helpful hints
and you should be able to make it back to
the states in one piece.
Visitors may bring back $400 worth of
merchandise duty free, which can include
up to one liter of alcohol if you're 21 years
of age. Obey all rules and regulations and
remember that Mexican laws are different
— pedestrians don't have the right of way!
Bring an extra $5 for the toll roads because
if you travel by the free roads, your car will
never be the same.
If you should happen to be so unfor
tunate as to be pulled over by the Policia
just remember to break out the Gold
Americana Express card!
When driving back into the U.S. allow
about a 2 hour wait at the border. Buen
viaje, drive carefully, and don't drink the
water.

Intersession Offers A Variety Of Classes

ample suppl of Togos sandwiches,
Coca-Cola, prizes provided by
Budweiser and Spankers Beach Wear.
Come out and be part of it again
this year. Last year there was 52 teams
and 500 raging USD students.
SUN, FOOD, FOOD & GREAT
BEACH VOLLEYBALL ACTION.

JOSTENS

GOLD RING SALE
IS COMING!

Intersession 88 is bigger and better than
ever. We are offering 27 courses, 7 of
which are lower division requirements.
For Freshman and Sophomores, this is an
opportunity to complete 3 GE units and
be ahead of the game next spring. We are
also offering upper division courses in An
thropology, English, History, Marine
Studies, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology, Religious Studies and Spanish
3. In addition we are offering 8 business
courses and one Graduate Education

Unlike Fall and Spring semesters, In
tersession pre-registration does NOT hold
a place for you in class. You must com
plete the Registration Form, have it signed
by your advisor, and turn it in WITH
PAYMENT. Only when you have made
payment will you have a place reserved in
class. The Intersession Office, Founders
108, will be glad to answer your questions
and assist you with your registration.

THURSDAY . ..
• • •USDlV/g/it

*60 OFF 18K
*40 OFF 14K
*20OFFJ0K

No Cover
$2 Long Island
Ice Teas

*L
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Looking For
A Close
Place For A
Study Break?

v

Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs.
See your Jostens representative for more details.

JOSTENS
A

Date:

oct. 12,13,14
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5302 Napa Street
San Diego
542-1462

™

Time: iQ:oua.m.-2:oop.m. Deposit Required: *20 00
Payment Plans Available

Place:

UNIVERSITY CENTER FORUM

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
87-412 (CP 128-88)

LATE NIGHT
DINNER HRS.
M-T til 11 p.m.
F-S til 12 a.m.
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Red Hot Chili Peppers Dose
The Nation's Water Supply
by Andy Bartlett
Entertainment Editor

If you're sick and sick and tired

The Uplift Mofo Party Plan is an am
biguous answer to the questions raised
after the Red Hot Chili Pepper's first two
albums. The debut album, featuring mega
hits "True Men Don't Kill Coyotes" and
"Grand Pappy Du Plenty" left the race of
man wondering what would come next.
Freaky Styley lashed out wiht a blast of
frenetic funk spasms under the production
of George Clinton and the Horny Horns.
A jivin' cover of Sly Stone's "If You Want
Me To Stay" along with several other
brow breaking bad beat tunes left yet

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close look.

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987,AT&T's
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For infor
mation on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

AT&T

The right choice.

another lingering string of expectations.
The Uplift Mofo Party Plan is a return to
the traditional four piece attack that Flea,
Anthony and the boys have perfected.
When the Peppers play live, the weak at
heart grasp their chests in anxious pains.
Four guys in sundresses and turbines
breakin' and poppin' like there is no
tomorrow. "Uplift Mofo!!" they cry, and
the Party Plan rips.
"Fight Like A Brave" opens up the
assault with a bang. Soon "Funky Crime"
permeates the ears and the Peppers realize
their potential for a medium tempo
groovin' funk. The only thing missing
from this Party Plan is the horny funk
sound and mysterious funk flappin'. It is,
however, replaced by a million mile an
hour barrage of the bitchinest tunes
around.
As lively and rockin' as it may be this
album does miss the mark at times. I can
not decide whether it was put together
quickly, or this is all characteristic of the
enslaving of that raw, grinding live sound
the Red Hot Chili Peppers know so well.
"Backwoods" and "Party On Your Pu—
y" capture the medium tempo madness so
alive on The Uplift Mofo Party Plan. The
latter of the two turns the ladies red in
resentment at the audacity of the Party
Plan.
The album sort of trails off at the end.
"Trilogy of Love" and "Organic Beat Box"
leave the speakers buzzing madly, they do
not cleanse the palate of all its germs the
way other songs do. This is the kind of
material that will drive the fans to uncon
trollable fits of anxious explosions when
player live.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers are a band
to watch, so far they have proved to be a
blessing unequaled in all the holy land.
Talk about a BIG band playing at USD,
these bad brothers are the chosen ones.

ROOMMATE
WANTED
to share 3-bedroom house
in Coronado.
Close to Golf, Tennis,
and Beach.

No Smokers

$375/month
Leave message 435-5559

Pick Up
Your

A.S.
Calendar
of events NOW
in the A.S.
Executive Offices
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dB's Return With Sound Of Music
by Pete Meyer
It's been three years since the dB's
recorded their last album. That's an awful
ly long time for an underground band, but
it was worth the wait. Under the direction
of lead singer Peter Holsapple, The Sound
of Music, is quite an accomplishment.
People have heard the dB's and asked if it
was the new REM album. The two groups
do sound alike, so much so that the dB's
have just joined REM's North American
tour.
The dB's have the emotional impact of
John Cougar Mellancamp, the harmonica
riffs of The Alarm, and the typical country
twang in their vocals. The opening track,
"Never Say When" is a cross bet
ween—you guessed it—REM and The
Rolling Stones. It is a medium-paced love
song about how a teenager can be invicible in his car one minute, and be in the
pits of hell due to a broken heart. For
Holsapple, love is the key to all, but he

always seems to find the wrong girl.
The ballad of this album, "I Lie," is a
slow country influenced song with vocals
that sounds like a cross between Gene
Loves Jezebel and The Alarm. This makes
for a very distinctive sound that can haunt
you for days to come.
The dB's are modern American folk
music in its' best form. Their songs cover
all the nostalga of growing up. They
started in 1978 in New York. In 1981 they
got their first deal with Albion Records in
Britain. This made their first two albums
Stands For deciBels and Repercussion hard to
find because of their import status. Luckily
IRS, the dB's current label, is planning to
reissue both albums before the end of the
year.
Their third album, Like This, on Warner
Brother Records, unfortunately, is much
harder to find. There are no current plans
to re-release it anytime soon either.

New York's dB's are back.
A good feature about the dB's is their
depth. They have ballads, songs you can
rock out to, such as "Any Old Thing"
with its' Led Zeppelin-based guitar riffs.
"Bonneville" is a good ole beer drinking,
open road song poking fun at good old
Bonneville, Utah.
The dB's aren't shy about writing dorky
songs. The band should be mentioned
because they are more than competent.

Besides Holsapple on vocals, there is Gene
Holder on lead guitar, Will Rigby on
drums, Jeff Beninato on bass, and various
members of the Heartbrakers of Tom Pet
ty fame. Also present are members of the
Golden Palominos, an up and coming
band of similar genre to the dB's.
All in all the dB's are a band that has
matured, gotten down to business, and is
lot's of fun.

Get A Fix Of The Fixx With React
by Mark Garcia
Although the Fixx is somewhat un
popular on the local cutting edge radio
station, it is one of my favorites, and one
of college radio's favorite bands. However,
whether you are a huge fan, a part-time
listener, or just heard a few songs, you'll
enjoy Cy Cumin and the boys' latest ef
fort called React.
Strange that I should call it their latest
effort since it is basically a live compilation
of their best stuff from the last six or so
years. Out of "Red Skies," "Deeper And
Deeper," "Stand Or Fall," and Saved by
Zero" I'm sure you'll find something that

you will like. They are superbly done live
versions of these Fixx classics and really
capture the feeling that usually are only
captured by the live show itself.
If these old favorites don't quite do it for
you, you'll be happy to know that there
are three brand new tracks on this album.
"Big Wall" and "Rules and Schemes" are
great new songs by Cy Curnin. However,
the best new song was written by drum
mer Adam Wood. It's called "Don't be
Scared," and shows that maybe drummers
should have a little more say in music.
If even these songs don't fit your fancy,
the whoppers are "Are We Ourselves" and

SUMMONS
15%
DISCOUNT

The Fixx releases new live L.P.
"One Thing Leads To Another." Not only were these two of their best songs to
start with, they are also the best on this
album. Curnin powers, not through them,
but with them, making an incredible end-

Trips To Be Taken
Tonight 10/8: Jean-Luc Ponty, Humphrey's, 7:00 p.m.
Tonight 10/8: The Neville Brothers, Belly Up, 9:00 p.m.
Friday 10/9: Peter Tosh Memorial Tribute featuring Xango & Gen-1Ration, Club Reggae, Wabash Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Friday 10/9: Mojo Nixon & Skid Roper with Miracle Legion, SDSU's
Backdoor, 8:00 p.m.

Saturday 10/10: Sacred Child, Spirit, 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday 10/13: Inner Circle, Belly Up, 9:00 p.m.

FOR STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH USD I.D.

Intercession

(not valid with any other offer)

YOU ARE HEREBY REQUESTED TO APPEAR IN PERSON AT

NYPD 1st PRECINCT
6110 Friars Road

Vz Mile West of Fashion Valley

BE OVER
40 AND
LOVE IT!
Kaplan's LSAT prep
course helps more students
score "over 40" than any
other test prep firm any
where. Call!

1KAPLAN
STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

$J00

CORONAS

296-0911 2
TUESDAYS

LAS AG N A 4: p* qq
DINNERS * 5
w/Garlic Bread
and Salads

(not valid on deliveries)

ing for the record,
This album could turn you onto the
Fixx, or keep you running with them.
You'll enjoy it, as I did, and get your fix
with the Fixx.

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 277-6744

Register
Now
Some classes will
fill quickly
Registration
now being accepted

Founders 108
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The Mysterious White Hole

by Kaitlin Michael
A black hole is a hypothetical cosmic
body of extremely intense gravity from
which nothing can escape. A white hole,
on the other hand, is a certain white
sports car that resides in the Camino/Founders parking lot. Just as a black hole
sucks all nearby matter into it (without
moving itself), the white hole sucks all
nearby cars into it (again, without moving
itself).
This white hole was first spotted on
August 31, 1987 and has since sucked nine
cars into its mass. The first incident occur
red when some "careless idiot" (as she
shall be called for posterity's sake) opened
the door to her friend's car. By an amazing
display of strength and gravity the white
hole sucked that door into itself with such
great force that two blue dents were in
delibly imprinted on the left door of the
while hole.
Now, did that "careless idiot" even
think of either car? Did she even care? No,
of course not, but why should she? After
all, as a stupid passenger, she obviously
did not own either car.
The very next day, as the white hole sat
in the bright sunlight that shone over
USD another incident occurred. More
humans appeared in the vicinity of the

white hole. They (again for posterity's
sake) shall be called "irresponsible assteriods." These ass-teriods jumped into
their aluminum falcon, switched on the
engine, threw it into hyper-reverse and
then it happened; the white hole struck
again this time sucking the aluminum
falcon and its ass-teriod contents into its
tail section. The collision left a large black
scrape and a long, horizontal dent on the
white hole. The ass-teriods (lacking the
common courtesy to leave a note) fled like
Jawas from the Sandman.
The same day, as the white hole sat
perfectly still at a signal (note: it was even
out of gear), its gravitational powers struck
a third time. This time sucking a 280-ZX
wing fighter into its tail end. The ZX wing
was carrying two of America's super
heroes—drunk Marines—They wobbled
from the ZX wing mumbling that the
damage to the white hole had already
been there (they seemed to disregard the
fact that the indentations on the white
hole exactly matched the front of their ZX
wing).
Seven other such incidents have occur
red since. The moral to this story can be
summed up as: if you choose to park next
to a white sports car in Camino/Founders
parking lot BEWARE, for it could be the
white hole waiting to suck up your car.

Burrito Within

by Harry Hadjian
Blair awoke in a cold sweat one
morning. The room was spinning uncontrolably and the bed levitated
three feet off the ground. The last
time she felt this nauseous was when
she travelled cross country with her
family and her dad ruthlessly played
his entire collection of Neal Sedaka
and Mitch Miller tapes the whole
way. Suddenly the demon appeared.
It had the face of Roger Ebert, the
body of Orson Welles, and the behind
of Oprah Winfrey.

"Oh my God!," screamed Blair, "it's
the phantom of freshman fifteen!"
The evil spirit entered and possess
ed her shapely body as it has done to
countless co-eds. Suddenly Blair crav
ed belgian waffles with whipped
cream, mounds of reconstituted eggs
and even those gut wrenching little
smokies. Then it was lunch. Taco

salad, a side of beef, all you can eat
cornbread.
Dinner was a flurry of chicken
crisps and mashed potatoes. Then . . .
SUNDAE BAR!
"You mean it's all you can eat ice
cream?", screached Blair, as she raced
to the front of the line clutching a diet
coke while clad in baggy sweats with
matching wrap-around sweatshirt. As
she feverishly scooped heaping
truckloads of ice cream into her large
mixing bowl she noticed the others at
the trough were also wearing the
traditional sweat garb. It was an
epidemic of immense proportion.
Two enterprising business majors had
already set up a sweatshirt stand near
by. The demon is everywhere: hiding
in vending machines, posing as the
pizza guy or lurking in the halls with
buckets of fired chicken. The best we
can do is, wait and perform calisthentics.

Satan's Machine Lays In Wait
by Kent Sligh
Each night 1 remove a dollar bill from
my wallet and prepare to do battle with
the vending machine down the hall.
The machine has one principle flaw: it
consistently fails to give me the candy I
select. It seems to enjoy choosing a snack
for me. Creativity is not a desirable quality
in a vending machine.
I have come to believe that the foul
machine is possessed by the devil.
It hates me. Every night I walk from my
room to the corner where it lives. I look
through its glass body at my objective, the
Twinkies in the third row. It just sits,
waiting.
It is then that I feed in my dollar. It spits
it back out. I check to make sure the bill is
inserted properly and try again. It spits it
back out. It is taunting me.
I try again and again, but always it
refuses my offering. I consider kicking the
machine, but decide against it, because
last time I hurt my foot.
Finally, just when I am about to give up,
it sucks my money deep within the bowels
of its machinery.
I bravely push the letter that indicates
the Twinkies. There is no response. I push
the button several more times, but it is no
use. The Twinkie button is dead.
I decide on an alternate choice, and
push the corresponding letter. It doesn't
work either. I am very disappointed. The
demon machine has eaten my dollar and
doesn't seem to care.
I consider the possibility of picking up
the machine and throwing it down the
stairs. I decide I would give myself a hernia
before I got it off the ground, but the idea
is so appealing that I think about it for a
couple of minutes anyway.
I begin to despair. I push down the
change return lever, but it does not offer
me a refund. I push the buttons for my
third and fourth choices, but it refuses
them all.
I can no longer contain my frustration,
and I kick the machine. I hurt my foot.

I begin to shout at the machine. "I
WANT MY TWINKIES!!! LISTEN TO
ME! TWINKIE! TWINKIE! TWINKIE!
DO YOU HEAR ME??? It does not
answer.
Panic sets in. I push every button on the
machine.
This is what the hellish contraption has
been waiting for. A hideous bag of potato
chips drops to the bottom of the machine
and slides within reach.
But this is no ordinary hideous bag of
potato chips, this is a bag of barbequeflavored Fritos. This is an evil machine.
What's more, the thieving device neglects
to give me my change.
I walk away in shame and defeat. All I
have to show for my dollar is a forty-cent
bag of barbecued Fritos. Meanwhile, satan
lives in that machine, and he awaits his
next victim
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USD Writes Whittier Poets A Sour Sonnet In 28-0 Win
by Angelo Lombardo
Many people have heard the old cliche,
"three's a charm." Well, Saturday night at
Torero stadium, 2710 fans watched the
USD football team live up to the cliche.
The Toreros scored their third straight
28-0 victory over the Whittier Poets to set
a school record for most consecutive
shutouts.
"They had a few players that worried us,
but our defense did a good job keeping
them contained," remarked defensive
coordinator Kevin Magary. One of the
players coach Magary was worried about,
was quarterback Ramon Juarez, who can
be a deadly scrambler. "We stayed in his
face all night and never really gave him a
chance to set up and thorw," commented
Magary. Indeed they did, a devastating
pass rush spearheaded by junior John
Gomez and senior Eric Peterson frustrated
Juarez all night, forcing him to throw the
ball before his receivers were open.
Besides keeping Whittier's key players in
check, the Torero defense forced seven
turnovers in the game, two of them

Photo By John Dasher

Torero Defender snags one of many
interceptions in Saturday night's
game.

resulting in scores.
On Whittier's second possession, junior
line backer Chuck Royer pounced on a
Whittier fumble giving the ball to USD on
the 39 yard line. From there, quarterback
Braulio Castillo hit junior receiver Ken
Zampese for USD's first score. However,
the touchdown was marred by Zampese's
lack of knowledge on how to properly
celebrate a touchdown. After freshman
Jim Morrison's kick cleared the uprights,
the score was 7-0 USD.
Early in the second quarter, Whittier
again gave USD another scoring oppor
tunity when the Poets fumbled a punt that
was recovered by Mark Crisci.
On a fourth and eight play, senior
receiver Jeff Mansukani made a diving
catch that set up a 2 yard touchdown
plunge by freshman Ty Barksdale. After
Morrison's kick, USD had a 14-0 lead.
USD's third came as the result of
another great defensive effort. Senior John
Gutzmiedle intercepted a Juarez pass to
give USD the ball on the 2 yard line. Two
plays later John Arens took Castillo's

Soccer Win-Streak Snapped
Atr Four By Santa Clara
The Torero soccer team's four-match
winning streak came to a screaming halt
Sunday as USD lost to West Coast
Athletic Conference rival Santa Clara,
3-0.
USD was without two starters who were
injured, then lost two more starters during
the match with the Broncos. A number of
players were suffering from the flu, accord
ing to Coach Seamus McFadden, which
made for a miserable finish to what
started out as a fine week.
"I feel we were beaten by the elements
more than anything else," explained
McFadden. "I'm not trying to take

anything away from Santa Clara, they
played well."
The loss dropped USD's record to 7-3-1
for the year, and 2-1 in the WCAC. The
Toreros had defeated UC Irvine 2-0 and
St. Mary's 1-0 earlier in the week. Against
the Anteaters, Bob Welsh scored just
three minutes into the match for all the
scoring USD would need. Chris Duke and
Brendan Griffin assisted on the play.
Duke added an insurance goal later in the
half, with Eric Deutsch picking up the
assist.
The Toreros won at St. Mary's on Fri
day, October 2. In defeating St. mary's for
their fourth straight win — all shutouts —

the Toreros' only goal came late in the
match as Damon Werner put in a rebound
after Trong Ngyuen's shot had bounded
off the goal post. The win gave USD a 2-0
record in conference action to that point.

pitch and turned the corner for the score.
After Morrison's kick cleared the uprights,
USD had a convincing 21-0 lead.
USD's last score came after a 39 yard
scoring match. On the drive, freshman,
Ty Barksdale rushed for 32 yards in
cluding a 2 yard touch down run.
Next week USD is at home again
against the Cougers of Azuza Pacific. The
game will be at 7:30 at USD stadium.
Come on out and be an athletic supporter!

Rezaians Quote
"It seems like every team we play
changes their game plan for our new
aggressive defense, but they just can't
handle us. We'd also like to thank
ASB for sandwiches and support."

What's Up
In Sports
Intercollegiate: Football vs Azusa
Pacific, Sat., Oct. 10 at 7:30 pm at
Torero Stadium. Soccer at Azusa
Pacific at 1 pm, Oct. 10. Soccer at
UCLA at 3:30 pm, Oct. 14.
Volleyball vs College of William &.
Mary, Mon., Oct. 12 at 7:30 pm at
the Athletic Center.
Club — Cycling meeting on Thurs
day, Oct. 8, in the Alcala Vista,
Video Lounge.
International Volleyball, World
Championships, see ad on page 3.

Join The Vista
Call 4714
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Special Editorial

Special Editorial

The Scab-Ball Teams
Did A Striking Job
by Marty Sanders

Last Sunday, the National Football
League pulled in all the reserves it could
get, and put on its first games of the strike
season. For the last two weeks, predictions
were flying around about blowouts, bloodbaths, and boredom. It is true that some of
the games were one-sided affairs (though
none quite so bad as Wyoming/SDSU). It
is also true that at the Superdome in New
Orleans, 14,000 tickets were returned and
10,000 went unused. However, it was hard
to find any boredom in the stadium, as the
chant "Stay on strike" was heard in the
stands (the Saints won 37 to 10 over the
Rams). Many of the televised games were
as competitive as any seen this eason. In
juries were few and far between.
The fact that the games were as exciting

as they were, came as a surprise to many.
To some, however, it was expected. J.K.
Cooke, owner of the Washington Red
skins said, "Competition is the name of
the game." To some of the men on the
field, these games represent a last chance
at glory. To others, it is an opportunity to
prove themselves to a league which re
jected them the first time around.
Watching these players, who have had
to deal with hostile fans, players, and
media, I was pleasantly surprised at the in
tensity of play. I would not be surprised to
see some of these athletes on the regular
teams later this season. These men deserve
a lot of credit, and their performance
might give the owners and the players
something to think about at the next
round of labor talks.

AIA And Tsunami Equal To The Task
Friday afernoon began with what was
sure to be the game of the week, and in
deed it was. A.I.A. and Killer Tsunami
battled it out to a 7-7 tie in the second
week of action. Tsunami jumped out
quickly with goals by Scott Morey and Tim
OToole, and were backed up with solid
defense to take a 5-2 halftime lead. In the
second half,A.I.A. came out firing. They
penetrated the Tsunami defense for four
unanswered points, two each for Bo Landress and Laura Czekanski. A.I.A.
had a 7-6 lead, but with just 20 seconds left
O'Toole scored from outside, and salvaged
a tie for his teammates.
The second and third games were both
forfeited, thanks to the never ending
stupidity illustrated by Angelo Lombardo,
who somehow couldn't find a phone to
call and cancel his games. Sigma Pi and
the Blue Meanies can both thank

Beach Volleyball
If you missed yesterday's entry deadline
for the Beach Volleyball Double Tourna
ment, fret not! The IM department will
still take your entry for Sunday's tourna
ment if you bring it and your $2.00 entry
fee to the Sports Center today. Don't miss
out on the special event of the semester.

Angelo for wasting their time.
The Blue Meanies did play another
game, although maybe they shouldn't
have. This rookie team matched heads
with 4 Guys and 3 Girls, and were com
pletely dominated. 4 Guys and 3 Girls
showed no mercy as they destroyed the
Meanies 37-3. Ann Caro led the way
with 22 points, and Tiffany Camarillo ad
ded 12 more, as the girls totaled 34 of the
37 points. The third of the "3 Girls," Darcy Marlow again did her usual stalwart job
on defense, allowing her more publicized
teammates to pile on the points.
In the last game of the day, Sigma Chi
decided to show up, and unfortunately for
Slippery When Wet, Sigma Chi was
ready. Jim Hughes led the way with four
goals, as Sigma Chi won this one 13-8.
Slippery When Wet now holds the ear
ly lead in the race for the cellar as they fall
to 0-3.

IM Tennis
Results

Due to editing deadlines, the IM
Tennis recaps will be one week
behind actual league play. The first
week's results will be featured in next
week's Vista.

W h y Is There An NFL Strike?
by Pat Connolly
Two and a half week ago, NFL players
went out on strike for the second time in
five years. Most fans do not know or
understand the reasons for this strike.
Many think that free agency is the only
issue being debated. Although it may be
considered one of the major stepping
stones, free agency is only one of several
issues being discussed. As reported by the
LA Times on Sept. 22, the key issues are:
Free Agency — the players want
unrestricted free agency after four years in
the NFL. The owners maintain that they
will modify the present system, which pro
vides for draft-choice compensation and
first refusal rights. I understand the
owners want to stay away from free agen
cy — higher salaries and the possibiity of
players moving to "better climates." But,
working within this capitalistic system, the
owners do not have the right to stop a
player from playing where he wants for
the best salary possible. Limits should be
built into the system, but free agency
deserves a chance.
Drugs — the players want only
probable-cause testing. The owners want
unscheduled testing. No argument here —
the owners are paying a great deal of
money for performance, and should be
able to test at any time. Also, I would like
to see stronger restrictions on players
tested positive — 1st time, year suspen
sion; 2nd time, bar them from the league.
Contracts — the players want
guaranteed contracts for 2nd year players,
while the owners offer guaranteed con
tracts for 4th year players. The owners of
fer is more than fair. Guaranteed con
tracts should be an exception rather than
the norm.
Pensions — the players want the owners
to contribute $25 million yearly to the
NFL plan. The owners have offered $12.5

million yearly for pensions and severance
payments, combined with annual raises.
Although the players know the risks of
playing before they ever don the uniforms
of their respective teams, they still deserve
a larger pension fund. I would also like to
see this fund include players who played in
the pre-NFL days. They receive little in
the way of pensions. The players should
pay their respect to the men who laid the
groundwork for the NFL by having them
included in the plan.
Roster Limits — the players want an in
crease in size to 52, while the owners will
grant a two man increase from 45 to 47.
Certainly the owners can afford the in
crease and it would make for better foot
ball, while offering more of a chance for
players to make it. So I say, "increase it to
52."
Salaries — the players want the
minimum salary to increase from $50,000
to $90,000, escalating to $320,000 for 13th
year players. The owners have offered an
increase to $60,000 and up to $180,000 for
13th year players.
Player Representatives — the players do
not want to be able to be traded without
their consent. The owners have offered ar
bitration. On both issues the owners' of
fers have been more than fair, and the
players already receive enough. I just hope
the owners don't give in.
By the time this is printed, the strike
may be over. But as for now, most of the
player demands are B.S. They're asking
for too much. Both sides have been
hypocritical about their stands, but what
it comes down to is whether or not the
fans will stand for this strike. I'm not sure
who the biggest loser is, nor do I know
what will happen, but, I believe that the
players will have to make ammends on
their demands. Otherwise, replacement
football is here to stay, and I, for one, am
going to sit back and enjoy.
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$99 complete*
Extended soft lenses

$129 complete*
Tinted soft lenses
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You Make The Call

There is always going to be a time
when for one reason or another, an
IM official fails to make a game. Last
Sunday, it happened twice. For
tunately, for the IM staff, Charlie
Goldberg and Rick Keeley are
dedicated umpires. Despite 100 degree
weather, both Goldberg and Kelley
worked double shifts to insure that
the program would go on.
Now for this week's question: The
game of vollevball is much more com

plex than most people think.
Hypothetically, let's say Death
From Above is playing Poltzer Pi's
in the A-league championship. Byl
Berger spikes one straight down for an
apparent point but after landing
stumbles into the net. Assuming the
ball was down before Berger made
contact with the net, would you call a
violation? Answer: NO! Once, the
ball is down, the point is over and no
violation can occur.

Contenders Emerge In
Co-Rec Volleyball playoffs start this
Tuesday and if the first two weeks of play
are any indication, there should be some
exciting times ahead in B-league play. No
fewer than six teams appear to have a
legitimate shot at the title. After two
weeks, Joy Division sits on top of the
rankings with a perfect 3-0 record. Joanna
Skvarka's team has yet to lose a game and
has only twice allowed opponents to score
in double figures. They should, however,
have their hands full with the Bangers.
The final week's feature match also
showcases the league's No. 4 ranked team.
Trevor Shickman's team has also yet to
lose a match, and in fact has given up but
15 points while running their record to
2-0. Perhaps the pollsters are not giving
these guys (and gals) their just due.
Bump and Grind has the no. 2 rank
ing and seem most likely to be wearing

champ t-shirts when the playoffs are over.
Jim Wingrove and company have piled up
a 3-0 record, including an impressive 15-7,
15-12 win over Free Agents I. The Spik
ed Coconuts won their B-league opener
15-8, 24-22 and in the process nailed down
the no. 3 ranking. Their opponents,
Dick, Blick and the Wahzoobies, had
numerous opportunities to send this
match to a third game and into the early
hours of Tuesday morning. However, it
was Margo Mau who finally came
through with three straight service win
ners to clinch the victory for the

Coconuts.
A darkhorse in the race for the cham
pionship is the Bailers. Amy Austin's
team has already lost one match this year,
but that was to the Sandies. The Sandies have since moved up to the A-league
and will therefore not be a factor in the

Square Pan Players Of The Week
This week's IM Square Pan Players of
the Week are Ken Grimes and Michelle
Gillies. Grimes earned his award for his
versatility. In volleyball, he was a key fac
tor in Gonna Need Help's upset of Five
Apples. In softball, he scored the tying
run as Strokin Ballgers denied Slide
Em In their third straight victory. Gillies
was the key player in the most exciting
womens speed soccer game of the year.
With the Rasta Rebels thrailing the
Brew Crew 2-0 and time running out,

Volleyball
B-league playoffs.
Speaking of the A-league, as predicted
there does appear to be a two-team race
for the title shaping up. However, it is bet
ween Poltzer Pi's and Death From
Above and not 5 Apples. The defending
champs continue to struggle. Last week,
Trip Maas' team Fell prey to Ken Grimes
and Gonna Need Help, 9-15, 16-14,
15-13. As the score indicates, this was one
of the most exciting matches of the season.
While 5 Apples falter, the top two teams
continue to roll. Poltzer Pi's barely
worked up a sweat in defeating Cuervo
Gold and Sandies in straight games.
Death From Above went three with
Gonna Need Help but then easily walk
ed on Hung Jury 15-12, 15-2. The only
change in the rankings last week saw
Sigma Chi move all the way to no. 3 as
Larry Getz's team got by Cuervo Gold
and Sandies in straight games.

IM Play of the Week
This week's column should be titled "IM
Plays of the Week" because there were two
great ones. The first one occurred in a
B-league football game between Sigma Pi
II and With Themselves. With
Themselves was forced to punt and
Brent Redelsberger began his return to the
right. He then stopped and threw all the
way crossfield to a wide open Eric Cole.
Cole had nothing but green grass between
him and a Sigma Pi touchdown. The se
cond play was the softball catch of the
year. Rug Muncher, Paul Leonard drove
the ball to deep right field for an apparent
homerun. Box Boy outfielder Brian
Tharpe had other ideas and he literally
climbed the fence to make the catch.
Redelsberger to Cole and Tharpe climbs
the wall — The IM plays of the week.

Gillies found the back of the net twice in
the final two minutes to earn a tie for the

Rebels.
Assuming these players claimed their
award by Tuesday at 5:00 p.m., a t-shirt
and a six-slice pepperoni pizza are theirs
courtesy of Square Pan.

Flag Football
Wrap-Up
Unfortunately, our football reporter en
joyed a little too much of the festivities
following another home varsity victory,
but we were still able to at least come up
with a wrap-up of the weekend's Flag
Football scores.
In the A-league, there were no surprises
as the no. 1 ranked Beggars rolled up 42
points on the Unrolled Tacos. Ab
solute Authority and Supreme Court
couldn't come up with a decision as they
tied 6.6 Sigma Pi II stayed at no. 4 as
they roughed up Big Brown Leather
Balls 6-2. No. 2 ranked San Diego Vice
got their first game of the season under
their belts with a 7-0 victory over the not
so thirsty Brew Crew. Word-Up
Wrecking Crew took EEEdith deeper
towards the cellar 14-0. The Grogmen
evened their record at 1-1 with a midday
toasting of Damnum Et Injured 32-0.
This week, San Diego Vice vs. BBLB
looks like the game of the week, but it all
depends on the sportsmanship.
In the B-league, the Zig Zags turned in
what at first glance was an impressive 33-0
victory over Pain. Realizing that Pain
gave up 59 points the previous week,
however, takes some of the shine off the
performance. The EMB's rolled up
another shut out. This one was 18-0 over
??? (How about a team name guys?). After
two weeks, no team has beat Off yet. Dan
Geiger's team sent Guardians of Hell to
the depth of the division 22-0. Hail
Mary's defeated the heartbreaking
Hymen Busters 19-7 and the Phi Kaps
looked less "sandy" in a 19-7 victory over
the BAMFR's. The Deep Sixers
entered the top five with a 14-12 victory
over Spleefmen II. Sigma Pi II found
the field this weekend and looked im
pressive with a 32-0 victory over With
Themselves who didn't do much playing
at all.

STUDENT SPECIAL
CUT & STYLE

Women's regular $20. Men's regular $16

Beef and Buns: The IM Free Agent program provides an opportunity
for students who do not know enough people to form teams of their own
to still participate in IM sports. Over the years, this program has grown,
and many "free agent" teams have stayed together for additional seasons.
In co-rec softball this semester, there are two free agent teams. One of
them, Beef and Buns got off to a less than auspicious start as they fell
20-2 in their league opener. This may have caused a less organized team
to disband. Beef and Buns took the opposite course, practiced, and
came back with a 19-1 victory of their own. For a 36 run turnaround in
one week, and for being a role model for Free Agent teams, Beef and
Buns is the IM Miller Lite Team of the Week.

Perms $30
Weave (foil) $30
Manicures $5,
Pedicure $10
Acrylic Nails (full set) $25
Long hair extra.
Specials good with ad only through 10-22-87
Not valid when stylist is requested

ELIAS HAIR D E S I G N
Full Service

7608 Linda Vista Road (Mesa College Dr. & 163)

268-8865
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IM Distinctions
Sept. 28-Oct. 5

MENS SOFTBALL

Game of the Week: Slide Em In
vs. Strokin Ballgers. Team of the
Week: Strokin Ballgers. Player of
the Week: Rich Spinelli (Dickie's
Dozen).
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game of the Week: Ballbangers
vs. O.T.M. Team of the Week:
Beef and Buns. Player of the
Week: Paul Leonard (Better Buy the
Cssc).
FLAG FOOTBALL
A LEAGUE
Game of the Week: Word-Up
Wrecking Crew vs. Take Me Deep
EEEdith. Team of the Week: The
Beggars. Player of the Week: Bill
Jones (Beggars).
FLAG FOOTBALL
B LEAGUE
Game of the Week: Hymen
Busters vs. Hail Mary's. Team of the
Week: EMB's. Player of the
Week: Todd Jordan (Hail Mary's).
INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Game of the Week: A.I.A. vs.
Killer Tsunami. Team of the Week:

4 Guys and 3 Girls. Player of the
Week: Bo Landress (A.I.A.).
MENS SPEED SOCCER

Game of the Week: Legion of
Doom vs. Magic Team. Team of the
Week: Grad Students. Player of
the Week: Kevin Horning ("X").
WOMENS SPEED SOCCER

Game of the Week: Brew Crew
vs. Rasta Rebels. Team of the
Week: Rasta Rebels. Player of the
Week: Michelle Gillies (Rasta
Rebels).
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
A LEAGUE
Game of the Week: 5 Apples vs.
Gonna Need Help. Team of the
Week: Gonna Need Help. Player
of the Week: Ken Grimes (5
Apples).
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
B LEAGUE
Game of the Week: Spiked
Coconuts vs. Dick, Blick, etc. Team
of the Week: Bailers. Player of the
Week: Margo Mau (Spiked
Coconuts).
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Soccer Season Rolls On
Week two of the IM soccer season open
ed with "X" team captain, Kevin Horn
ing, combining his scoring and passing
skills to lead his team to a 7-3 victory over
In Your Box. One of several great Horn
ing passes went to Steve Ascuaga for his
lone score of the evening. Alex Hailu also
had another fine week with two tallies of
his own.
Alcoholics in Action looked very im
pressive and Sigma Chi probably wished
they had stayed home in their boxers last
week. The undermanned Sigs fell to
A.I.A. 10-1. Paul Tobin led the scoring
with 4, and almost everyone but captain
Wade Walker scored for the victors. Some
great ball handling by the likes of Jorge
Goldberg, Manuel Garcia, and Bernard
Candelaria along with excellent goaltending by Paul Huck helped the Magic
Team to a 2-2 halftime tie with no. 2
ranked Legion of Doom. What looked
like an upset in the making turned into
what may be a quite common occurrence
for Legion of Doom this season — team
mates feeding the ball to Kirash
Dehpahne. The only man to score for
Marc Thiebach's team this season was just
too much for the Magic Team, and by
game's end it was Dehpahne, make that
Legion of Doom on top 5-2.
After a heartbreaking 5-4 loss the week

before, A.G.S.P. wasted no time proving
they know how to play soccer as they
posted a 10-1 victory over Reeb Gnob.
Todd Tillman and Co. take on the top
ranked Grad Students next week. The
league's premier team defeated Feltch
and Pilfer 10-0 last week and are sure to
give A.G.S.P. a true test. The closest
game of the week was between Minors in
Possession and Something Sexual. A
lot of sweat in this hotly contested match
was not enough for the Minors and
Something Sexual outlasted them 2-1.
In the womens division, Also Hangin'
romped past the Peas 8-2. Stephanie
Owens scored three and Tammy Kelly ad
ded two as the no. 1 ranked team remain
ed undefeated. So did the no. 2 squad.
Despite some great saves by Rose Ryder,
Hackin's Revenge pulled out a 4-1 vic
tory over Rose's Thorns (a.k.a. The
Team). For the victors, Janine Lawlor
scored her second goal of the season,
Kelley Finnegan tallied her third and, of
course Ann Caro had another good night.
Caro's two goals gave her five on the
season. The story of the week in Womens
soccer was a fantastic Rasta Rebel com
eback. Trailing the no. 3 ranked Brew
Crew 2-0 with less than two minutes to
play, the Rebels salvaged a tie as Michelle
Gilles exploded for both late goals.

Beef And Buns Look Most Improved In IM Co-Rec Softball
When a team loses their first game 20-2,
the biggest concern is whether they will
even show up for their second one. Well,
Beef and Buns not only showed up, they
pulled off a 19-1 victory over ADPi. Some
will say the competition wasn't quite the
same, and that is true. However, a 36 run
turnaround is remarkable under any cir
cumstances. A1 Zawistowski led the way
with four hits, and Maria Mossuto also
had two extra base hits. For ADPi, their
enthusiasm was excellent. This is a team

that truly enjoys playing the game.
However, a run-scoring single from Steve
Schuster was simply not enough to keep
this game close.
Another team with exceptional spirit is
the Red Hot Tomatoes. It was a capaci
ty crowd that saw Fran Coad's team take
on EEEdith on Top. From the pre-game
talk one would have thought that an upset
was possible. There was Gamma Phi Beta
supporters everywhere. However, once the
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game started, reality set in. Marty Holbus,
Tom Foley, Paula Mascari, and Scott Lit
tle had each homored and EEEdith had a
13-0 victory. Elsewhere, the top ranked
teams continued to roll. Die Doumanian
had two hits as the Rec-ing Crew kept
their no. 2 spot with a 7-1 win over Yo
Mama. Again it was Franco Simone scor
ing the lone Yo Mama run. AKPsi long
bats, long strokes had it even easier
when Phi Kappa Theta forgot that CoRec means you need women too. Sigma

Chi's biggest problem against AKPsi 11
was getting a team to the field. Once it
became 11:00 a.m. "Sig time," the rest was
easy. Larry Getz, Ron Wood and Patty
Webb were the hitting stars in the 7-1 vic
tory. Finally, Better Buy the Case ac
tually fielded a team, and with Paul
Leonard and Vince Ferrer showing the
way, that was too much for Yo Mama.
Mike Hedrick's team kept their no. 5 rank
ing with the 9-4 win.

